Superconducting microwave resonators are reliable circuits widely used for detection and as test devices for material research. A reliable determination of their external and internal quality factors is crucial for many modern applications, which either require fast measurements or operate in the single photon regime with small signal to noise ratios. Here, we use the circle fit technique with diameter correction and provide a step by step guide for implementing an algorithm for robust fitting and calibration of complex resonator scattering data in the presence of noise. The speedup and robustness of the analysis are achieved by employing an algebraic rather than an iterative fit technique for the resonance circle.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the scattering parameters of resonators is crucial for a wide range of research directions. Resonators made out of superconductors provide low internal loss and are used to detect and study physical systems down to the single photon regime. For instance, in circuit quantum electrodynamics 1 resonators are used for dispersive readout or coupling to quantum objects such as qubits [2] [3] [4] or spin systems [5] [6] [7] [8] . Thus, it is crucial to understand the physics behind these resonators and, moreover, to be able to precisely determine their characteristic quantities. Fitting methods for determining parameters of a resonator such as its resonance frequency f r , coupling strength Q c or internal quality factor Q i were studied in several publications before [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, the high-noise environment as frequently found in single or few photon scattering experiments imposes a considerable challenge. In this paper, we first summarize the resonator properties and the conventional fitting procedures. Next, we provide a step-by-step explanation of the circle fit method, and discuss how to subtract the microwave environment of the resonator (cable length, signal amplification, etc.). The robustness of this fitting method is illustrated by adding noise to the signal.
A resonator is characterized by its resonance frequency f r and quality factor Q. The quality factor is defined by the ratio of the energy stored in the resonator to the average energy loss per cycle times 2π. There are usually a) Electronic mail: sebastian.probst@kit.edu different energy relaxation paths, which contribute to the quality factor. In general, internal and coupling losses are distinguished, which are described by the internal Q i and coupling or external Q c quality factors, respectively. The loaded or total quality factor can be obtained by adding up the reciprocal values of these two contributing quality factors 11,15 Q
. As one can see, the coupling quality factor can be a complex number, which will be addressed later. Resonators are usually measured either in reflection or transmission. In contrast to a reflection measurement, it is impossible to directly determine the internal losses of the resonator by probing the resonator's transmission due to the missing reference baseline. Therefore, the reflection measurement is much more appealing, and can be improved to choosing a so called notch type geometry, where the resonator is coupled to a transmission line. Figure 1 (a) shows such a geometry, which allows for frequency division multiplexed readout of multiple resonators 2, [16] [17] [18] . The chip is measured in transmission S 21 and the resonance appears as a dip in the spectrum. Figure 1(b) illustrates the complex transmission through such a notch type resonator chip by plotting the amplitude and phase of the transmitted signal as a function of the probe frequency.
The shape of the resonance dip can be asymmetric and there is an ongoing discussion on whether impedance mismatches in proximity to the resonator are responsible 11 or reflections between the input and output ports 12 . Here, we follow the model by Khalil et al. 11 and use a complex Q c = |Q c | exp(−iφ), which takes impedance mismatches into account quantified by φ. Q c is a measure for the coupling to the external stimulus and readout circuit, but in most cases the internal quality factor Q i is of interest because it quantifies internal losses. Usually, these are caused by coupling to two level fluctuators, which occur due to impurities in the superconductor or substrate [19] [20] [21] [22] . Another important application are hybrid systems, e.g. for quantum memory research. Here, the change of Q i is a direct measure for the coupling between resonator and spin ensemble 8, 23, 24 .
There are a lot of different methods for extracting the resonator parameters from measured data. Petersan et al. were the first to provide a quantitative comparison of the different methods 9 at the time. A more recent method is presented by Deng et al. 12 . Since vector network analyzers (VNAs) can measure the full complex transmission, modern methods make use of the entire complex scattering data instead of solely the power or amplitude. A general model derives the complex S 21 scattering coefficient of a notch type resonator as 10, 11 :
(1) The equation is split into two parts describing the ideal resonator and the environment. Here, f denotes the probe frequency, f r the resonance frequency, Q l the loaded and |Q c | the absolute value of the coupling quality factor and φ quantifies the impedance mismatch. The environment is accounted for by adding an additional amplitude a, a phase shift α and the electronic delay τ caused by the length of the cable and finite speed of light. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the ideal resonator transmission, where its imaginary part {S 21 } is plotted versus its real part {S 21 }. The diameter of this so-called resonance circle corresponds to d = Q l /|Q c |. The circle intersects the real axis at unity, which corresponds to a probe frequency f → ±∞, the so-called off-resonant point P . On the other side of this point, one finds the resonator at its resonance f = f r . Impedance mismatches may cause a rotation of the circle by an angle φ, where the center of the rotation is on the real axis at unity, see Ref. [11] for further details.
The advantage of the notch type configuration becomes obvious by looking at a transmission measurement of a resonator. If one recalls the basic model of the lumped element LC circuit and its transmission function, one finds accordingly 9,15 :
However, the problem here is that with pure S 21 data, one cannot deduce the internal and coupling quality factors as well as the impedance mismatch. A quick way to see that is the following: The diameter of the ideal resonator's resonance circle is Q l /|Q c |, but in an uncalibrated measurement, it is masked by an additional arbitrary amplitude a resulting from the attenuation and gain in the measurement system, such that one measures a · Q l /|Q c |. It is possible to extract the value of Q l , e.g. by fitting the phase, but this procedure is not sufficient to solve for Q c and, therefore, for Q i . In other words, compared to the notch measurement, a reference baseline is missing. Since the off-resonant point f → ±∞ is centered at the origin, one cannot distinguish between α and φ 0 , too. Different methods for fitting transmission resonators are discussed in Ref. [9] . So, we will restrict ourselves to the discussion of notch type resonators, which have nowadays gained great importance, e.g., for multiplexed readout of qubits and microwave kinetic inductance detectors (MKIDs).
II. ALGEBRAIC FIT OF THE RESONANCE CIRCLE
The core task is to efficiently fit a circle in order to determine the diameter d = Q l /|Q c |. An algebraic method is preferable, because it allows to obtain the solution in a single run instead of iterative techniques, which suffer from the problem of choosing suitable initial parameters for reliable convergence. Here, we follow a paper by Chernov and Lesort, which compares several fitting methods for circles 25 . The advantage of this algebraic fit is that it needs neither any start parameter nor any iterations, and thus provides a fast and reliable tool. Especially, in the presence of heavy noise, this method is by far superior because it always gives a result and the time to compute that result is independent of the signal-to-noise ratio. Usually, algebraic solutions outperform iterative approaches. A useful parametrization of a circle is the following
This over-parametrizes the problem and an additional constraint is needed:
This parametrization is powerful because it is more general and has no singularities. For A = 0 one gets a line and A > 0 always gives a circle. For convenience, we define z = (x 2 + y 2 ) and assume that our n data points (x i , y i ) approximately form a circle:
The function to be minimized reads as follows 25 :
F can be written in matrix form
T . M is the matrix of the moments, e.g.,
By analogy, the constraint from Eq. 
The minimization is done using a Lagrange multiplier η
Differentiating with respect to A gives M A = ηBA. The eigenvalues can be obtained by solving the characteristic polynomial ξ(η) = det (M − ηB) = 0. There is only one eigenvalue η * which minimizes F * . It has been shown that η * is the smallest non-negative eigenvalue. Furthermore, the characteristic polynomial is decreasing and concave up between 0 and η * , see Ref. [25] . Thus, Newton's method with starting value 0 will certainly converge towards η * .
For a practical implementation, the following steps are necessary:
1. calculate all moments M ij , 2. find η * by solving the characteristic polynomial ξ(η) using Newton's method with starting value η = 0, 3. find the corresponding eigenvector A * of η * using standard numerical algorithms.
The radius and center coordinates of the circle can be extracted from A * by the following relations
The relation for the radius r 0 is simplified because the expression in the discriminant is identical to our constraint in Eq. (4), which was set to unity.
III. INFLUENCE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
S 21 data from an experiment differ from the idealized resonator model. The details of the experimental environment influence the measured S 21 data; Cable damping changes the amplitude a, the finite length of the cable causes additional rotations of the phase while scanning the frequency (cable delay τ ) and finally, the initial phase α might differ from 0. These influences can be accounted for by carefully calibrating the VNA's output signal. However, it is nontrivial to do this accurately, especially in the presence of an impedance mismatch. Here, an alternative way is chosen and these quantities are fitted as well. Figure 3(a) shows the uncalibrated data in the complex plane. The elimination of the prefactors in Eq. (1) is done in two steps. First, a rough estimate of the cable delay is needed. The cable delay tilts the phase signal by a slope 2πτ and in order to get a rough estimate, it is sufficient to fit a linear function to the phase signal. Without any cable delay, the resonance looks like a circle in the complex plane but the cable delay deforms this circle to a loop like curve. In the following, we perform a non-linear least square fit on this curve. The fit parameter is the cable delay and the error function to be minimized is the deviation from the ideal circular shape
. Here, r 0 , x c and y c are the radius and the center coordinates obtained by performing the algebraic circle fit to the data. We emphasize that this procedure is only possible due to the robustness of the algebraic fit.
After having determined the cable delay τ , the modified S 21 data already looks like a circle, but it still differs from the ideal case by an affine transformation, namely ae iα , see Fig. 3(b) . Note, that a accounts for additional attenuation/amplification present in the setup, however, it does neglect frequency dependent damping, e.g., of microwave cables. In most cases, the resonance is narrow and this effect is negligible. In order to determine a and α, it is necessary to determine the off-resonant point P . This point P = 1 is an invariant quantity of the resonator model. It is independent of the resonance frequency, the quality factor and the impedance mismatch. Its position in the complex plane P is only altered by the prefactors a and α of the environment. Thus, knowing its position determines these two remaining quantities. In order to find that point, one needs to know the resonance frequency. This is done fitting a circle to the data and translating its center to the origin, see Fig. 3(b) . Then, a phase vs. frequency fit is performed shown in Fig. 3(c) , which yields the resonance frequency, the total quality factor Q l and the offset phase θ 0 (see Ref. [10] )
From θ 0 and the center position of the circle, the complex position of the transformed off-resonant point P is found via geometric relations
Here, β = (θ 0 + π) mod π denotes the angular position of the off-resonant point P of the translated circle, which is rotated by π from the resonance point, β ∈ (−π, π). The absolute value of P gives the amplitude scaling factor a and arg(P ) yields the phase offset α. Figure 3 (d) displays the final transformation of the circle to its canonical position.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In a real experiment, one would use the described algorithm as follows. First, a high resolution scan of the resonator S 21 (f ) is taken. This is usually done at high power and at low IF bandwidth such that the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) is larger than 100. One should take a sufficient number of points evenly spaced around the resonance and distributed over a frequency span of approximately four 3 dB bandwidths. Here, the 3 dB bandwidth is defined by the loaded quality factor and the resonance frequency ∆f 3dB = f r /Q l . The automatic determination of the prefactors a, α and τ is very accurate in this case. For the subsequent measurements, all measurement data is normalized by these prefactors before performing the actual circle fit method. This normalization rotates the resonance circle in the canonical position, see Fig. 3 (a) to (d), such that from now on only 4 fitting parameters remain to be determined. This allows for maintaining a good accuracy of the fit even at low SNRs, which reduces the measurement time. Furthermore, as shown below, much less points are needed in the subsequent fits, which speeds up the measurement further. The calibrated data are first fitted to a circle of the Im{S 21 } vs. Re{S 21 } data determining the center (x c , y c ) and radius r 0 . The impedance mismatch is directly determined by φ 0 = − arcsin(y c /r 0 ). Then, the circle is translated to the origin and a phase vs. frequency fit is performed, see Eq. (12) . Here, the initial value for θ 0 = φ 0 + π mod π is calculated. This gives Q l and f r . Since the circle is already in its canonical form, we can calculate 11 the complex coupling quality factor Q c = Q l /(2r 0 exp(−iφ 0 )). The internal quality factor is given by equation Q
. The errors of the λ individual fitting parameters ξ i are conveniently calculated by first numerically determining the Jacobian matrix J = −∂χ i /∂ξ j with χ i = |y i − S 21 (f i , ξ)|. Then, the covariance matrix is given by
and the errors are the square roots of its diagonal elements. An implementation of the algorithm is available on our website 26 .
V. TEST OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section, we investigate the fit's behavior in the presence of different noise levels. For this purpose, we generate artificial S 21 data and add a controlled amount of noise. This is done in such a way that the radius r 0 of each point on the resonance circle is altered by a Gaussian distributed random number. The distribution has its mean value at r 0 and a width of σ = r 0 /SNR, where SNR denotes the desired signal to noise ratio of the generated data. The signal to noise ratio is defined as follows
Here, r 0 denotes the radius of the circle, N is the number of data points and r i = (x i − x c ) 2 + (y i − y c ) 2 with (x c , y c ) denoting the center of the circle. Only in the case of artificially generated data, the SNR can be computed exactly. For real data, the center and radius have to be fitted first and are subject to errors as well. However, in most cases, the obtained values should be accurate enough to determine the SNR. The chosen parameters of the generated data are typical for superconducting resonators: Q c = 10 3 , Q i = 10 4 , f r = 5 GHz, φ = 0.03 π. For the test of the calibration algorithm, we set the prefactors as follows: τ = 50 ns, a = 0.1, α = 0.4 π. Figure 4 shows the fit results as a function of the signal to noise ratio from 1 to 100, assuming a properly calibrated measurement. Interestingly, even in the low SNR regime, the algorithm performs well.
Next, Figs. 5 and 6 show the performance of the calibration algorithm as a function of the SNR from 10 to 1000. Figure 6 shows the results of the automatic cable delay and amplitude calibration procedure. As expected, the calibration works only for large SNR values. Below a SNR of 200, the calibration becomes inaccurate and, therefore, the determination of the resonator's parameters is not reliable anymore. But this is not an obstacle Here, the raw data contain additionally an arbitrary cable delay, start phase and amplitude, which needs to be automatically corrected for in advance. Thus, this complex procedure works only for high quality data with SNR larger than 300, for the given parameters.
because a calibration is typically run only once at large SNR for a given experiment. Finally, the performance in the limit of very few points is tested. For many experimental settings it may be convenient to take only few data points but with a larger SNR. Figure 7 shows the performance of the calibrated algorithm as a function of the number of points from 11 to 801 for a fixed SNR of 65. One can see that at least 200 or more points are necessary for a reliable determination of the internal quality factor at the given SNR level. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The presented method offers a fast and accurate analysis of noisy complex scattering data of microwave resonators. At sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, the method relies on complex VNA data without any need of calibration. As a result, all six parameters of the generalized resonator problem are determined automatically. These are internal and loaded quality factors, the resonance frequency, and an impedance mismatch parameter. In addition, the contributions of the measurement circuit as well as the cable delay are accounted for; given by an arbitrary amplitude and phase factors. In the presence of strong noise, the calibrated resonator fit algorithm proves to be very robust even at SNR < 20. Finally, the presented fit algorithm outperforms existing methods in terms of robustness and speed because it uses a non-iterative fit for the determination of the circle parameters, i.e. the circle fit converges immediately without the need of providing start values. The method allows to analyze calibrated resonator data in real time, which is required for a large range of applications of superconducting microwave resonators.
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